VW – MK7 GTI engine cover VW emblem badgeskin install
STEP 1
This is optional but recommended:
Start with a light sanding of the VW Emblem with 1000 grit sand paper to remove some of the OEM paint and
smooth the surface. Get the edges so that most of the silver is removed which will help give a nice black edge
after the skin has been applied or you will have inconsistent silver outer lines. This will also allow for better
adhesion for the skin. After a light sanding, clean the area well with some isopropyl/rubbing alcohol.

STEP 2
Remove the skin from the backing, if the vinyl does not come off with the masking simple rub over the design
to adhere more to the masking’s underside.
Place the badgeskin on top of the emblem by aligning the bottom of the “V” and top of the “W” to the
emblem.

STEP 3
Once aligned you can now run you finger up the Left than the right arms of the “V” from bottom up to apply
the skin. If for some reason you shift it and the alignment is off you should be able to lift and realign.
** Note: only apply the V up to the inner edge of the ring. **

STEP 4
Repeat the process as in step 3 but for the “W” now. Working from center down of each side of the “W”
** Note: only apply the W up to the inner edge of the ring. **

STEP 5
Finish of the “W” leg just like previous steps from bottomo up for each side of the remaining “W” legs
** note : only apply the W up to the inner edge of the ring. **

STEP 6
Once the “V” and the “W” have been applied work the inside edge of the ring all the way around till there is
about 1.5mm -2mm of the inner edge of the ring applied.

STEP 7
Now carefully peel the masking off. Do not worry about the outer edge not being applied yet.

Here is what the skin will look like after the masking has been removed. You can see that there are lifted areas on the
ring and ripples. This is fine because you will need the vinyl to have some movement as you work the inner ring edge in
the next step. The V and the W should be fairly firmly applied.

STEP 8
Start working the inside edge of the ring again all the way around till all of the inside edge is applied. Work
the inside edge so that there is no rippling even though the outside edge will. Once you have finished the
inner edge of the ring, simple start working out the ripple by smoother them out in an inside edge outside
edge movement for each ripple in the ring.

This is how the Badgeskin will look like once you have completed the install, with nice black edges and ripple
free. If you have any concerns or issues feel free to contact us at badgeskins@gmail.com

